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Short summary 
 

Title of the lecture:  
Station as a Key strategy for Sustainable Regional Regenration: Seoul Railway 
Station 
Theme (1 to 6) :  
4. Design of the station, cultural area, ecoconstructione.  
f. Station to connect parts of the city 
Summary 
 
Introduction 

Seoul Railway Station is built in 1923. It has kept on being transfigured for more than 110 years from the 

time, right after the construction to the present time, retaining the function of a railway station in the midst 

of rapid changes of Seoul 

It is an important urban facility for Seoul’s urban growth in modern age. It retains the function of a railway 

station in the midst of rapid changes of Seoul. 

The function of Seoul Railway Station as an urban facility, has different characteristics over time. It 

reflects the times well, with urban space of Seoul, railway transportation, social and political 

circumstances 

The revitalization of rail transport caused by the introduction of high speed train, the recognition of the 

historical value of the old Seoul Station building and the feature of Seoul Station building that became the 

internal part of urban facilities of the community, have created the possibility to reestablish the intrinsic 

function of a station building and played the pivotal role in the task to change the existing urban spatial 

structure into the Seoul Station building centric structure.  

Nowadays, Seoul metropolitan city had diverse projects in relation to the Seoul railway station like ‘the 

construction of national symbolic streets’ and ‘the restoration of the old Seoul Station building and the 
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cultural space creation’.It imply that Seoul Station building has historical value, and  there is  public 

demand for urban regeneration taking advantage of its building. 
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